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A: You can use ctypes module to create your own packages. This solution has some limitations
though. This is the code what I have tried, from ctypes import * import ctypes class

OneshotBox(Structure): _fields_ = [ ("name", c_char_p), ("artist", c_char_p), ("album", c_char_p),
("track", c_int), ] class OneshotItem(Structure): _fields_ = [ ("item", c_char_p), ("size", c_int),

("item_serial", c_long), ("track_serial", c_long), ("status", c_char_p), ] class Package(Structure):
_fields_ = [ ("song", OneshotBox), ("item", OneshotItem), ] subscript = c_size_t * 2 def

PackagePackU8(p_pack, p_package_u8): name = c_char_p(ctypes.cast(ctypes.byref(p_pack.value),
c_char_p)) artist = c_char_p(ctypes.cast(ctypes.byref(p_pack.value), c_char_p)) album =

c_char_p(ctypes.cast(ctypes.byref(p_pack.value), c_char_p)) track =
ctypes.c_int(p_pack.value[subscript]) first_item = ctypes.c_long(p_package_u8[0]) first_index =

ctypes.c_long(p_package_u8[1]) track_serial =
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Quantification of TEL-AML1 fusion
transcripts in peripheral blood of

patients with acute leukemia.
Acute leukemia are characterized
by chromosomal rearrangements

that result in fusion proteins
between the 5' end of the

telomerase reverse transcriptase
(TERT) gene with different partner
genes, e.g., of the mixed lineage
leukemia (MLL) gene. Detection
of the fusion genes in leukemic

cells is a strong marker for
diagnosing patients with acute
leukemia. We developed a real-
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time RT-PCR assay to quantify
TEL-AML1 fusion transcripts. This

assay is able to detect various
types of TEL-AML1 fusion

transcripts, including
t(11;19)(q23;p13.3),
t(11;19)(q23;p13.2),
t(7;9)(p22;q34), and

t(9;11)(p21;q23). Here, we
validated this assay using cell

lines and peripheral blood
samples from acute

lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)
patients and used it to detect TEL-

AML1 fusion transcripts in
peripheral blood samples from

patients with acute myeloid
leukemia (AML) and with
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ALL.Impact of an integrated,
multifaceted patient safety

initiative. A multifaceted patient
safety initiative was implemented

to raise awareness of patient
safety and to improve quality in
care. In this article, the major

components of the initiative are
described. The direct

interventions included: (a)
education and training of

physicians about patient safety,
(b) training of all nurses and
ancillary staff members, (c)

enhanced communication with
the medical consultant, (d)
evaluation and feedback of
patients and nurses, and (e)
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improved adherence to best
practices. Based on results of the

initiative, six areas for
improvement were identified.

Physician's concern about patient
safety was affected significantly,
particularly through enhanced

communication with the medical
consultant and enhanced

awareness of errors and near
misses. Nurse and ancillary staff
members' recognition of errors
decreased, as did the frequency
with which nurses and ancillary
staff members reported errors.

The number of patients with ADEs
and NADEs increased, as did the
numbers of patients who were
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incorrectly prescribed medicines,
and nurses and ancillary staff

members were more compliant
with precautions. No significant
changes occurred in feedback of

errors and near misses to
patients or nurses. Overall, the
patients' rate of complications

decreased significantly. An
initiative that addresses different
areas of care positively affected

some outcomes and could be
6d1f23a050
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